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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/10
Item ID: UCVGDVHD-ADP
EAN: 9350784011787
Size: mm
Weight: 1 g

Recommended price

599 SEK

Elevate your connectivity options with the ALOGIC 3-in-1 USB-C to HDMI DVI VGA Adapter. This
innovative adapter is the perfect companion for your USB-C-enabled laptop or MacBook, granting you
the flexibility to connect to an HDMI, DVI, or VGA display. Whether in the office or on the go, this
compact and lightweight adapter ensures that any projector, monitor, or display is accessible, making it
an essential tool for travel and BYOD scenarios.

Versatile Video Connectivity
Plug-and-Play Simplicity
Host Powered for Hassle-Free Use
Thunderbolt 3 Compatibility
Premium Resolution Support

Versatile Video Connectivity
This 3-in-1 video solution provides the convenience of HDMI, VGA, and DVI outputs from a single USB-
C connection, ensuring your presentation or display setup is never compromised. Be ready for any
scenario with a device that adapts to almost any display need.

Plug-and-Play Simplicity
The ALOGIC adapter is an accurate plug-and-play device. With no drivers required, it is a plug-and-play
device. Connect it to your USB-C source and enjoy a seamless display experience immediately. This
feature eradicates the need for complex installation processes and keeps you focused on what's
important.

Host Powered for Hassle-Free Use
The convenience of the ALOGIC adapter goes beyond its plug-and-play functionality. The adapter is
host-powered, meaning no external power sources are necessary, further simplifying your setup and
maintaining a clutter-free workspace.

Thunderbolt 3 Compatibility
The adapter is designed with versatility in mind. It supports USB-C Display Alt. Mode and Thunderbolt 3
ports, ensuring compatibility with a broad range of USB-C-enabled computers. This capability facilitates
easy integration with the latest technology standards.

Premium Resolution Support
Experience the clarity and detail of high-resolution displays with the ALOGIC adapter. It supports up to
3840 x 2160 on HDMI, ensuring stunning visual performance for your presentations, movies, or any
other viewing needs. The DVI and VGA ports offer support up to a crisp 1920 x 1200 resolution,
guaranteeing high-quality visuals across various display types.

Package Includes

1 x ALOGIC 3-in-1 USB-C to HDMI DVI VGA Adapter

Product Specifications

Output: HDMI Female x 1, VGA Female x 1, DVI Female x 1
Input: USB-C Male x 1
Compatibility: USB-C Ports with DP alt Mode, Windows® 10 and above, and Mac OS
Resolution: HDMI up to 3840 x 2160, DVI and VGA up to 1920 x 1200
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